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Graphene–Polymer Nanofiber Membrane for Ultrafast
Photonics
By Qiaoliang Bao, Han Zhang, Jia-xiang Yang, Shuai Wang, Ding Yuan Tang,

Rajan Jose, Seeram Ramakrishna, Chwee Teck Lim, and Kian Ping Loh*
A freestanding membrane composed of a nanofiber network of a graphene–

polymer nanocomposite is fabricated by electrospinning and applied as an

optical element in fiber lasers. The functionalization of graphene with

conjugated organic molecules provides a handle for improving mechanical

and thermal properties as well as tuning the optical properties. A small

loading (0.07wt%) of functionalized graphene enhances the total optical

absorption of poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) by 10 times. The electrospun

graphene–polymer nanocomposites exhibit wideband saturable absorbance

for laser pulse shaping, and attain a larger modulation depth and smaller

nonsaturable loss than single-walled carbon nanotubes. The results show

that electrospun graphene nanocomposites are promising candidates as

practical and efficient photonic materials for the generation of ultrashort

pulses in fiber lasers.
1. Introduction

Polymer nanocomposites combine two concepts in material
design, i.e., composites and nanometer-sized materials. Tailor-
made nanocomposites which exploit the superlative properties of
both components can showenhancedperformance inawide range
of applications, from flexible packaging, printable electronics, and
interlayer dielectrics to thermoplastics. Polymer nanocomposites
that are reinforcedwith nanofillers such as 1Dnanowires[1,2] or 2D
layeredmaterials[3–5] exhibit enhancedmechanical, electrical, and
thermal properties. Graphite nanoplatelets,[6–8] carbon nanotubes
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(CNTs),[9–14] graphite oxide,[15–17] and func-
tionalized graphene[18–21] havebeenusedas
nanofillers due to their intrinsicmechanical
strength. In particular, graphene, a single
layer of aromatic carbon, has one of the
strongest in-plane bonds among all materi-
als, aswell as superior thermal andelectrical
conductivity. The conjugated graphene
sheet can be readily functionalized via
noncovalent p–p stacking or covalent
C�C coupling reactions. By derivatizing
graphene with different organic moieties,
the solubility of graphene can be tuned to
suit different solvents needed for the
processing of composite films. Certain
functional groups can broaden the proper-
ties of the graphene through the formation
of donor–acceptor complexes with gra-
phene, which affords the tunability of electrical conductivity,
optical, and photovoltaic properties. It can be expected that based
on the superlative properties of graphene and its derivatives,
significant improvements in the viscosity and electrical, mechan-
ical, and thermal properties of the graphene–polymer composite
can be achieved. For example, it has recently been demonstrated
that the properties of functionalized graphene–polymer (i.e.,
polystyrene and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)) rival that of
single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT)–polymer compo-
sites.[18,19] Graphene should provide good integration with the
polymer matrix due to its sheetlike properties, which provide
maximal surface area for p–p stacking with polymer hosts. The
carboxylic and hydroxyl functional groups on the edges of
graphene oxide can also act as linkers for joining organic segments
together and impart mechanical strength.

The incorporation of graphene into a polymer matrix can
produce a new type of optical material by combining the special
optical properties of graphene with the structural properties of the
polymer. A single atomic sheet of graphene can absorb pa¼ 2.3%
of incident white light, where a is the fine structure constant.[22]

The universal wideband absorption of graphene renders the
material attractive as a saturable absorber.[23–25] Its nonlinear
optical behavior makes it potentially useful in ultrafast photo-
nics.[26] The use of graphene is inspired by the fact that SWNTs
have been used as effective saturable absorbers for the mode-
locking of lasers to generate ultrashort pulses in the telecommu-
nication bandwidth.[27,28] SWNTs dispersed in a polymer matrix
have proven to be highly effective saturable absorbers due to its
ultrafast recovery timeand largemodulationdepth.[29–32] There are
no studies thus far on the performance of graphene–polymer
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of graphene–polymer nanofiber composite by

electrospinning. G refers to graphene.
composites as saturable adsorbers, sowearemotivated todevelopa
graphene–polymer film that can be used for this purpose.

Electrospinning provides a simple and versatile technique for
producing networked membranes from a variety of materials.
Such network polymer membranes allow many engineering
applications to be enabled, e.g., mechanical reinforcement, water
filtration, textile, tissue engineering, and drug release.[33–36]

Electrospun polymer fibers can be ultrafine with diameters
ranging from nanometers to sub-micrometers, and they can
possess high surface-area-to-volume or -mass ratios. Here, we
describe an electrospinning process which can incorporate
graphene sheets into a continuous nanoscale composite fiber,
as illustrated schematically in Figure 1. A freestandingmembrane
which is composed of a graphene–polymer nanofiber network
couldbe fabricated andapplied as anoptical element infiber lasers.
Encapsulating graphene in the polymer host passivates the
graphene from ambient oxygen, which prevents photo-oxidation
and optical bleaching by high-powered lasers. This is very
important for developing organic photonics components that do
not photodegrade with time. Furthermore, the small diameter of
the polymer nanofiber greatly reduces the scattering loss. The
functionalization of the graphene, via covalent linking of a dye to
the basal plane, as well as noncovalent attachment of aromatic
molecules, provides a handle for tuning the optical properties. In
this work, we report that electrospun graphene–polymer nano-
composite canbeused as anexcellentwideband saturable absorber
for laser pulse shaping, attaining a larger modulation depth and
smaller nonsaturable loss than SWNTs.
2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Graphene Derivatives

The graphene (G) sheets we used were produced by the chemical
exfoliation of graphite in acid, which generated soluble precursors
such as grapheneoxide (GO). Thebasal planes andedgesofGOare
decorated with hydroxyl, epoxide, and carboxylic groups; these
functional groups provide the tethering sites for the linking of
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791 � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
organic molecules. GO can be chemically
reduced to G with partial recovery of the p-
conjugation, but G has poor solubility in most
solvents, and it has to be functionalized further
in order to improve its solubility, for example by
p–p stacking with hydrophilic aromatic mole-
cules or by coupling to diazonium salts. The
main objectives of chemically functionalizing
GO or G are to enhance the solubility, improve
its dispersion in a polymer matrix, and enrich
the optical properties.

Weapplied four typesof graphenederivatives
as nanofillers, namely: i) GO, ii) GO noncova-
lently bondedwithpoly[(m-phenylenevinylene)-
co-(2,5-dioctoxy-p-phenylenevinylene)] (GO-PPV),
iii) G modified by 1-pyrenebutanoic acid,
succinimidyl ester (G-PBASE), and iv) G
functionalized with 4-(2-(pyridin-4-yl)vinlyl)
phenyl group (G-dye). Figure 2a shows the
chemical structure of these graphene derivatives. Details of the
synthesis are provided in the Experimental Section. PPV has been
widely investigated because of its nonlinear optical response and
electroluminescent activity.[37,38] The functionalization ofGOwith
PPV is expected to impart nonlinear optical properties on the
composite. The PPV backbone can undergo p–p stacking on
aromatic structures and enhance interfacial bonding in polymeric
composites.[39,40] Similarly, PBASE has been used extensively
for the noncovalent functionalization and solubilization of carbon
nanotubes due to its hydrophilic character.[41] The attachmemt of
PBASE via p–p stacking imparts hydrophilic character on the
otherwise hydrophobic graphene without disrupting its conju-
gated network. In the case of G-dye, the dye which is covalently
coupled to G has a donor–p-acceptor structure. It is a highly
p-conjugated chromophore containing a pyridine moiety
(acceptor). The pyridine salt helps to improve the solubility of
the systems by introducing an electron-withdrawing group
which stabilizes the electron-rich phenylethyl core, and prevents
aggregation. Thiswould further broaden the scope of applications,
such as graphene-based organic andpolymer compositematerials.

GO nanosheets can be readily dispersed in water, but show
limited solubility in aprotic polar solvents such as N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF). G-PBASE and G-dye show good
polydispersibility, i.e., they can be dispersed in DMF and ethanol
and form stable and homogeneous dispersions after ultrasonic
treatment (see Fig. 2b). The dispersion of G-dye remains stable for
several days compared to GO. Both covalent functionalization, as
in the case ofGO-dye, aswell as noncovalentp–p stacking, as in the
case ofGO-PPVandG-PBASE,were employed. Figure 3 shows the
UV–vis absorption spectra of these graphene derivatives. The
maximum absorption of GO occurs at 265 nm, arising from
p!p� transitions of aromatic C¼C bonds.[42,43] Graphene sheets
that are generated from the chemical reduction of GO possess a
higher degree of conjugation due to the removal of the oxygen
groups that disrupt the delocalized network; this contributes to a
hypochromic shift of the maximum optical absorbance to 275 nm
for G-dye. In the case of G-dye, its absorption intensity and range
is greatly enhanced and broadened due to the intramolecular
charge-transfer andmodification of its bandgap. For GO-PPVand
G-PBASE, theUVabsorption ofGO (orG) and the sharpmolecular
Weinheim 783
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Figure 2. a) Chemical structure of PVAc and graphene-based nanofillers (GO, GO-PPV, G-PBASE,

G-dye). b) The dispersions of graphene derivatives 5 h after ultrasonication (1: GO, 2: GO-PPV,

3: G-PBASE, 4: G-dye; all in DMF, 0.15mgmL�1). c) Typical picture of membranes electrospun on

quartz substrates (loading of G-dye: top, 0.07wt%; bottom, 0.035wt%). d) Transferring the

freestanding membrane onto the end face of an optical fiber for mode-locking.
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absorption peaks of organic molecules are overlapped, which is
indicative of the presence of two components in the hybrid system,
as shown in Figure 3b–c. There is a red-shift of the peakmaxima of
G-PBASE compared to the free molecular PBASE by 3 nm for the
main absorption peaks at 325 and 344 nm (Fig. 3c). This is mainly
due to the p–p interactions between the graphene sheets and the
aromatic ring of PBASE.[44]

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was carried out
on the synthesized organic–graphene composites to verify the
presence of fingerprint functional groups that should be present
from the successful coupling of the organics on G or GO, as
shown in Figure 4. The GO spectrum reveals vibration bands
corresponding toC¼Ostretching at 1726 cm�1, C�OHstretching
at 1244 cm�1, and C�O stretching at 1053 cm�1.[45,46] The
resonance at 1621 cm�1 could be due to the vibrations of the
adsorbedwatermolecules or the skeletal vibrations of nonoxidized
graphitic domains.[46] In the spectrum of GO-PPV, the sharp
adsorption band at 1591 cm�1 corresponds to the C¼C stretching
vibrations, and the peak at 961 cm�1 is attributed to the out-of-
plane (C�H) bending of trans-substituted vinyl groups.[47,48]

These vibrational bands are clear evidences of successful
attachment of PPV on GO. In the spectrum of G-PBASE, the
peaks at 798 and 1662 cm�1 correspond to the out-of-plane
vibration of theC�Hbond and theC¼Cstretching vibration of the
� 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
pyrene ring, respectively. The wide peak
centered at 1115 cm�1 is due to the stretching
vibration of C�C(¼O)�O bond of ester.[49,50]

The presence of common fingerprint peaks in
the FTIR spectra of G-PBASE and pure PBASE
suggests successful absorptionofPBASEon the
graphene skeleton through noncovalent p–p
stacking. In comparison with G-PBASE, the
FTIR spectrum of G-dye was dominated by a
much stronger skeletal band centered at
1601 cm�1, which involves coupled stretching
modes in the benzene/pyridine rings (benzene
rings from both graphene and dye). The
presence of the dye molecules possessing both
benzene and pyridine rings are responsible for
the greatly enhanced IR absorption intensity.
2.2. Electrospinning

In electrospinning, polymer liquids in solution
or molten form are forced under a high DC
voltage to become ultrafine fibers with dia-
meters ranging from a few micrometers down
to several nanometers. The solvent used to
prepare the polymer solution has a predomi-
nant influence on its spinnability. For the
photonic applications of electrospungraphene–
polymer nanocomposites, there are two impor-
tant considerations for reducing optical losses
caused by scattering. First, the refractive
index of the polymer host should match that
of optical components. Second, the occurrence
of ‘‘beads’’ in the fibers should be avoided and
the diameters of the nanofibers should be
smaller than the optical wavelength. We chose poly(vinyl acetate)
(PVAc) as the polymer matrix because its refractive index (n) of
1.47 is close to that of the optics components (n¼ 1.45 for silica).

It iswell known that parameters of thepolymer solution, such as
molecular weight, solution viscosity, surface tension, solution
conductivity and dielectric constant, are critical factors that affect
the electrospunfibermorphology.[34,35,51] Generally, the formation
of ‘‘beads’’ in the fiber is due to the instability of a liquid jet.[51]

The solution properties (i.e., viscosity, surface chemistry, and
electrical properties) of PVAc are changed remarkably by adding a
small amount (0.07wt%) of graphene derivatives (SWNTwas used
as a reference). Uniform and smooth nanofibers were readily
obtained when G-PBASE and G-dye were used as nanofillers, as
shown in Figure 5a–b, while some micrometer-sized beads were
formed when GO-PPV was used. In the case of GO and SWNTas
nanofillers, numerous beads were obtained (see Fig. S1 in the
Supporting Information). Figure 5c–d show representative
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of G-PBASE/
PVAc nanofibers with diameters in the range of 300�500 nm. The
high-magnification TEM image in Figure 5d shows that an
individual graphene sheet is well dispersed in the polymer
nanofiber matrix. Compared with electrospinning graphite
nanoplatelets in the polymer matrix,[52] the good affinity between
PVAc and functionalized graphene (G-PBASE andG-dye) result in
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791
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Figure 3. a) UV–vis absorption spectra of graphene derivatives. All the

spectra were recorded in DMF with the same concentration (0.05mg

mL�1). b) UV–vis absorption spectra of GO, PPV, and GO-PPV. c) Normal-

ized UV–vis absorption spectra of pristine PBASE, G-PBASE and SWNT-

PBASE. The spectra of G-PBASE and SWNT-PBASE have been offset for

better view.

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of the various graphene derivatives.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791 � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verl
uniformfiberswithnobeading. In contrast, the formationofbeads
when plain GO (shown in Fig. S1e, Supporting Information) is
used as the nanofiller is due to the poor dispersion[18] of GO in
DMF, the solvent used in electrospinning. The bundling and
aggregation of SWNTs also result in the formation of numerous
large beads,[53] as shown in Figure S1f (Supporting Information).

2.3. Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of the electrospun nanocomposite
membranes were investigated by the tensile stress–strain testing
method.[54] Mechanical reinforcement can be achieved when
the nanofiller is dispersed homogeneously in the matrix and the
external load is efficiently transferred via strong interaction at the
interface between the filler andmatrix. In order to investigate how
the intrinsic properties of the graphene derivatives affect the
properties of polymer host, parameters such as the concentration
ofPVAc, theweight fraction ofnanofillers, and the electrospinning
process parameters were standardized for all the test samples. The
representative stress–strain curves of these graphene-based PVAc
nanocomposites are shown in Figure 6. Yield points (maximum in
the peak) associated with a deformation mechanism can be
observed for the different composites. From the steeper slope of
the stress–strain curve for the composites compared to PVAc, it is
clear that G-PBASE, G-dye, and SWNTs can enhance the Young’s
modulus (slope of the stress–strain curve) of PVAc. The averaged
tensilemodulus and the ultimate tensile strength of the respective
graphene nanocomposites are summarized in Table 1 (also see
Fig. S2 (Supporting Information) for the full-range stress–strain
curves). All the nanofillers enhance the strength of PVAc to various
extent. For example, with only 0.07wt% of G-PBASE, the ultimate
strength increases by 102% from 6.13 to 12.39MPa, which is the
highest among the graphene nanofillers used here. GO/PVAc has
the lowest ultimate strength of 8.5MPa among these nanocom-
posites, which is also 1.39 times larger than pure PVAc. From the
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 785
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Figure 5. a–b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the graphene–polymer nano-

composite membrane fabricated by electrospinning: G-PBASE/PVAc (a) and G-dye/PVAc (b);

scale bars: 10mm. c) TEM image of G-PBASE/PVAc nanofibers. d) High-magnification TEM image

of G-PBASE/PVAc nanofiber. The arrows indicate the graphene flakes inside the nanofiber. The

inset shows an enlarged image of G-PBASE embedded in the sidewall of a PVAc nanofiber.

Figure 6. Tensile stress–strain curves of electrospun graphene-based

PVAc composites.
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results shown in Figure 6 and Table 1, it is clear that G-PBASE/
PVAc and G-dye/PVAc exhibit superior performance. One reason
is the good molecular-level dispersion of G-PBASE and G-dye in
DMFand the PVAcmatrix. The oxygen atoms inG-PBASE and the
pyridinium nitrogen in G-dye afford hydrogen bonding interac-
tions with the PVAc chains (Fig. S3, Supporting Information).
These intermolecular hydrogen bonding interactionswill increase
the viscosity of the polymer host.[55,56] When the matrix is
subjected to loading, the strain is transferred to graphene, which
has one of the highest in-plane bonds of all materials. The
improved dispersion of the functionalized graphene in the
polymer matrix coupled with an increase in the interfacial bond
strength is likely the mechanism for the increased load transfer
effectiveness.

2.4. Thermal Properties

The thermal properties of these graphene-based nanocomposites
are also improved owing to the presence of interfacial bonding.
The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermo-
gravimetric (DTG) curves are shown inFigure 7. For pristinePVAc
nanofibers, the first major weight loss occurs at �330 8C and the
second at �438 8C, which is consistent with the degradation
pattern of PVAc.[57] For the electrospun graphene–PVAc nano-
composites, the major weight loss of �65% (Fig. 7a) occurs in a
similar temperature range of 285�375 8C, which corresponds to
� 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
the thermal decomposition of the polymer
backbone.[58] The subsequent weight loss at
�438 8C is attributed to the destruction of the
functional moieties (such as carbonyl group,
PPV, PBASE, and dye). The weight loss
above 500 8C is due to combustion of the
carbon skeleton (see Fig. S4a, Supporting
Information). Three exothermic peaks at
�334, �438, and >500 8C are clearly resolved
in the DTG curves, as shown in Figure 7b. A
higher thermal stability is reflected by the lower
peak intensity and higher peak position in the
DTG curves. The incorporation of 0.07wt%
graphene derivatives increases the onset
decomposition temperature of PVAc by 2 to
5 8C (inset of Fig. 7b). The decomposition
temperature of the carbon skeleton is increased
by 20�90 8C. The decomposition temperature
increaseswithhigher concentration of graphene-
based nanofillers (Fig. S4b, Supporting
Information).[19,59] A qualitative analysis of
the decomposition behavior reveals that the
carbonskeletons inG-PBASE/PVAcandG-dye/
PVAc exhibit higher decomposition tempera-
ture and yield larger amount of residue
compared to PVAc.
2.5. Optical Properties

The linear and nonlinear optical absorption of
the electrospun membranes were investigated.
Figure 8a compares the absorption spectra of graphene-based
polymer composite thin films with a thickness of �10mm
(checked by scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM)). The absorption
spectra of pure PVAc and SWNT/PVAc are also shown for
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791
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Figure 7. a) TGA and b) DTG analyses of PVAc and four types of graphene-

based and SWNT-based polymer nanocomposites. The inset in b shows

the enlarged DTG peak at �330 8C.

Figure 8. a) UV–vis–NIR absorption spectra of graphene-based PVAc

nanocomposites. b) Power-dependent nonlinear saturable absorption of

graphene-based PVAc nanocomposites. as refers to percent saturable

absorption component.

Table 1. Tensile properties of the electrospun nanocomposite membranes.

Young’s

modulus

Ultimate

strength

Yield

strength

Breaking

strength

Maximal

deformation

[GPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [%]

PVAc 0.513 6.13 3.45 6.13 12.4

GO/PVAc 0.465 8.5 8.5 5.77 16.6

GO-PPV/PVAc 0.453 9.52 9.52 7.44 96.8

G-PBASE/PVAc 0.642 12.39 12.39 7.93 52.0

G-dye/PVAc 0.598 11.78 11.70 11.4 82.5

SWNT/PVAc 0.744 10.13 10.13 7.86 9.3
comparison. After incorporating the graphene nanofillers into the
PVAc host, the absorption increases in the 400–800 nm range
compared to the spectra taken in the DMF solution. This is due to
the absorption contribution of the polymer host and scattering
effects of the nanofibers. Optical scattering by the nanofibers
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791 � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verl
occurs mainly at wavelengths comparable to the nanofiber
diameters (300�500 nm); therefore the transmission at the
longer-wavelength range will increase. After subtracting the
absorbance contribution of PVAc, the absorption by G-PBASE can
be estimated to be�36%of input light at 400 nm,with about�9%
scattering loss by the nanofibers.

Due to the transparency of GO, adding 0.07wt% GO as
nanofiller only slightly enhanced the total absorption. In contrast,
adding 0.07wt% G-dye results in strong wideband absorption
from the visible to near infrared (NIR) regionbecause of the strong
absorption of G-dye. Charge transfer interaction causes the
absorptionmaximaof thepolymer composite to red-shift fromthat
of the G-dye by asmuch as 200 nm to 470 nm. Pure PVAc is highly
transparent in the telecommunication window (around 1550 nm)
with a relative low absorbance of 0.03 (equal to a transmission loss
of 0.3 dB). Remarkably, the graphene–polymer composites exhibit
enhanced absorbance at this region compared with the pure
polymer system. For example, at 1550 nm, the absorbance is
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 787
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1.5 times for GO/PVAc, 6.4 times for GO-PPV/PVAc, 6.2 times for
G-PBASE/PVAc, and 10.5 times for G-dye/PVAc (4.4 times for
SWNT/PVAc) compared to pure PVAC. The wideband strong IR
absorbance makes these composites attractive as saturable
absorbers for fiber lasers.

The nonlinear absorption properties of our composites are
studied by power-dependent measurements at 1550 nm (See
Experimental Section), as shown in Figure 8b. The saturation of
absorption could be seen quite clearly with the increase of incident
light intensity. The absorption as a function of increasing light
intensity can be fitted by[60]

aðIÞ ¼ as

1þ I=IS
þ aNS (1)

where as and aNS are the saturable and nonsaturable absorption
and IS is the saturation intensity, defined as the optical intensity
required in a steady state to reduce the absorption to half of its
unbleached value. This yields a saturation intensity ranging from
0.5 to 0.7MWcm�2, which is much smaller than that reported for
SWNTs[27,31,32] and semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors
(SESAMs).[61] Most importantly, the graphene-based polymer
composites exhibit a larger modulation depth (saturable absorp-
tion component) than the SWNT/PVAc composite, as summar-
ized in Table 2. For example, among the several types of
graphene–polymer composites, the G-dye/PVAc composite
shows the largest saturable absorption component of 29%,
which is two times that of the SWNT/PVAc composite. The large
modulation depth and high ratio of saturable-to-nonsaturable
absorption indicate stronger noise suppression and pulse
shaping ability,[62] making these composites promising as noise
suppressors and saturable absorbers.

The large modulation depth of graphene–polymer composites
is related to their relatively low nonsaturable loss. Nonsaturable
loss generally arises from scattering losses by defects or
aggregates, nonsaturable absorption from the polymer host,
reflection at themembrane surface and coupling loss infibers. The
selection of PVAc as the polymer host is guided by its matching
refractive index with the optical fiber, which reduces reflection at
the membrane surface. The low scattering loss of graphene–
polymer composites is attributed to the good dispersion of the 2D
graphenenanosheets in thepolymernanofibers.The fabricationof
composite nanofibers with diameters much smaller than the
workingwavelength (1550 nm) alsohelps to reduce scattering loss.
In contrast, themicrometer-sized beads occurring in SWNT/PVAc
Table 2. Optical properties of graphene-based PVAc nanocomposites.

Absorbance

(at 1550 nm)

Saturable

absorption

Saturation

intensity

[%] [MW cm�2]

GO/PVAc 0.046 20.5 0.62

GO-PPV/PVAc 0.198 25 0.68

G-PBASE/PVAc 0.194 23 0.59

G-dye/PVAc 0.326 29 0.60

SWNT/PVAc 0.138 17.5 0.71

� 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
are responsible for inducing large scattering and contribute to
significant nonsaturable loss.
2.6. Ultrafast Photonics

The enhanced broadband absorption of the graphene–polymer
composites motivated us to investigate its applications in ultrafast
photonics. The intensity-dependent attenuation discussed above
has important applications in ultrafast photonics because of its
pulse shaping; i.e., a saturable adsorber is transparent to the high
intensity components of an optical pulse, but opaque to the lower
intensity components of the pulse.[63] Therefore, a saturable
adsorber suppresses continuous wave (CW) radiation and
enhances short pulse generation when it is incorporated into a
laser cavity. In this work, our graphene–polymer nanocomposite
membranes were attached onto the end faces of optical fibers
(Fig. 2d) to function as a passive mode-locker in a ring cavity fiber
laser (see Fig. S5 (Supporting Information) for the ring laser cavity
configuration).

A series of experiments show thatmode-lockingcanbe achieved
from all these graphene-based polymer composites above a pump
power of�25mW. The basic operation of the laser is described in
the Experimental Section. For the composites with larger
modulation depth, the mode-locking status is more stable and
exhibits ease of self-starting above the pump threshold. Here we
focus our discussion on the mode-locking performance of G-dye/
PVAc since it has the highest modulation depth among the
graphene-based polymer composites. The typical pulse train of the
laser output, depicted in Figure 9a, verifies the pulse formation
with a repetition rate of 6.95MHz, which matches with the cavity
roundtrip time. The autocorrelation (AC) trace of themode-locked
pulses is shown in Figure 9b, which iswell fitted by a sech2 (square
of the hyperbolic secant) functionwith full width at halfmaximum
(FWHM) of 1.67 ps. This gives a pulse width of 1.08 ps by
multiplying the FWHMof the AC trace by the decorrelation factor
(0.648). The time-bandwidth product of themode-locked pulses is
about 0.4, indicating that the pulses are slightly chirped. The radio-
frequency (RF) spectrum of the mode-locked pulses was also
measured after optical-to-electrical conversion using a fast
photodiode, as shown in Figure 9c. A 58 dB peak-to-background
ratio (�106 contrast) is observed for the fundamental peak
centered at the cavity repetition rate (6.95MHz).

Most importantly, a tuning range of 30 nm (1570–1600 nm) of
the laser output was achieved from G-PBASE/PVAc and G-dye/
PVAc, as shown inFigure 9d.All the output spectra as a function of
wavelength show two discrete spectral sidebands, indicating the
soliton operation of the laser.[61] Soliton refers to any optical field
that does not change during propagation because of a delicate
balance between nonlinear and linear effects in the medium. It is
well known that the soliton pulse in fiber optics generated by the
balancebetween theself-phasemodulation (SPM)and thenegative
group velocity dispersion (GVD) is short and stable.[64] The
solitonic sidebands are unambiguous evidence of stable mode-
lockingof thefiber laser in the tuning range. In addition, themode-
locking can be operated for three days continuously and the output
laser pulses maintain high stability, i.e., the fluctuation of peak
position is within 0.3 nm and the peak intensity varies within
0.15 dB (Fig. 9e).
Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791
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Figure 9. Mode-locking characteristics at 1590 nm. a) Output pulse train. b) AC trace and sech2 fitting curve. c) Radio frequency spectrum of mode-locking

pulses. d)Wideband output spectra from 1570 to 1600 nm. e) The long-term stable operation ofmode-locking at 1590 nm. The data were collected every 4 h

for 68 h.
At present, there is a lot of interest in using carbon nanotube-
based nanocomposites as saturable absorbers. The optical
properties of the graphene-based nanocomposites in this work
compete favorably with the best performance reported in the
literature for SWNT–polymer composites.[31,32] The saturable
absorption modulation depth of our composites with 0.07wt%
loadings range from 20% to 29%, which is generally higher than
SWNT–polymer composites (4�17%).[31,32,65,66] The modulation
depth can be tuned further by varying the concentration of
graphene derivatives in the composite. In principle, the graphene–
polymer composites can function better than SWNT as full-
waveband saturable absorber due to its strong broadband
absorption.

Finally, the mode-locking performance of the graphene–
polymer composites was compared with that of the conventional
saturable absorber: SESAM. It is found that with graphene–
polymer composites as the mode-locker, mode-locking can be
easily achieved in awidewavelength range; i.e., continuous soliton
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2010, 20, 782–791 � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verl
central wavelength tuning as large as 30 nm can be obtained, and
the mode-locked pulses have very large single-pulse energy (as
large as several nanojoules[24]). With a SESAM as the mode-
locker,[67] mode-locking can only be achieved in a much narrower
wavelength range (only�10 nm), and themode-locked pulses can
only have a much smaller single-pulse energy due to the break up
into multiple pulses in cavity.
3. Conclusions

In summary, graphene-based polymer nanocomposites are
remarkable materials that combine the chemically tunable
optoelectronic properties of graphene derivatives with the
mechanical, thermal properties, and processing advantages of
plastics. We have demonstrated a quasi-industrial approach based
on electrospinning to fabricate graphene–polymer nanocompo-
sites. Chemically functionalized graphene derivatives are
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 789
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incorporated into polymer matrix to reinforce the mechanical,
thermal, and optical properties. Our results show that electrospun
nanocomposites are promising candidates as saturable absorber
with wideband absorption and can be used as a practical and
efficient photonic material for the generation of ultrashort pulses
in fiber lasers. Coupled with intelligent laser cavity designing and
fiber gain engineering, we believe that full-waveband ultrafast
lasers can be realized using graphene–polymer composites.
4. Experimental

Sample Synthesis: GO. Graphene oxide was synthesized from graphite
using a modified Hummer’s method. Briefly, graphite flakes (1.5 g) were
slowly added into H2SO4 (69mL) with vigorous stirring in an ice-water
bath. After the graphite forms a black slurry, NaNO3 (1.5 g) was slowly
added over 15min. The mixture was then allowed to warm to room
temperature and stirred for 1 h. Water (120mL) was added to the solution
followed by stirring for 30min at 90 8C. The mixture was poured into
300mL of water, followed by slowly adding H2O2 (10mL). The solution was
filtered after the color of the solution changed from dark brown to yellow.
The resultant material was redispersed in water and filtered several times
until the pH of the filtrate was neutral. Finally, the filtrate was dried in
vacuum overnight to obtain the GO product. GO-PPV. Dried GO (1mg)
was dispersed in 10mL of DMF by sonication. Then, PPV (1mg) was added
to the dispersion and heated to 80 8C for 24 h. Ethanol (50mL) was added
to the product for centrifuging to obtain GO-PPV. The resultant GO-PPV
was then washed with ethanol and dried in vacuum. G-PBASE. GO (1mg)
was dispersed in DMF (10mL) by sonication. PBASE (1mg) and hydrazine
monohydrate (100mL) were added to the dispersion and heated to 80 8C
for 24 h to facilitate the reduction of GO. The product was centrifuged in
ethanol (50mL), washed, and dried in vacuum. G-dye. Synthesis of G-dye
involved the complete exfoliation of graphite into individual GO sheets,
followed by reduction to produce individual graphene sheets. The graphene
sheets were functionalized with the phenyl bromide group using the
diazonium coupling reaction, and then reacted with 4-vinylpyridine using
the Heck reaction. SWNT. SWNTs (1mg) purchased from Sigma with a
purity of 85% were dispersed in DMF (10mL) by ultrasonication.
Afterwards, PBASE (1mg) was added to the dispersion and heated to 80 8C
for 24 h. The product was centrifuged in 50mL of ethanol to obtain SWNT-
PBASE. The resultant SWNT-PBASE was washed with ethanol and dried in
vacuum.

Electrospinning: PVAc (number-averaged molecular weight,
Mn¼ 500 000) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. The as-synthesized
graphene derivative (0.47mg) was dispersed in DMF (1mL) by
ultrasonication. The solution was mixed with PVAc solution (3mL,
23.5wt%) in DMFand then stirred for 24 h at 60 8C in sealed bottles to form
the wet paste for electrospinning. The electrospinning was carried out in a
MECC NANON ELECTROSPINNING set up. The optimized electrospin-
ning parameters were an applied voltage of 30 kV, feeding rate of
0.5mL h�1, and needle-tip-to-collector distance of 100mm. During
electrospinning, the needle was scanned above a collector made of
aluminum foils for 5min to form a membrane of 150mm� 20mm and a
thickness of �10mm.

Characterization: The morphologies of G–polymer nanocomposites
were investigated by optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, JSM-6700F, JEOL). The microstructures of the graphene–polymer
nanocomposites were characterized by TEM (3010, 200 kV, JEOL). The
G–polymer nanofibers were directly electrospun on carbon-coated copper
grids for TEM investigation. Optical absorption spectra from the UV to NIR
region were baseline-corrected against the corresponding solvents on a
Shimadzu 3600 spectrophotometer. The functional groups in GO/G were
examined using a FTIR spectrometer (Varian 3100). The mechanical
properties of PVAc/graphene nanocomposites were measured by a
tabletop Instron tester at 24 8Cwith 40% relative humidity [54]. The extension
rate was 5mm min�1 and the load cell was 100N with a gauge length of
� 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
30mm. All samples were cut into strips of 50mm� 10mm. In all cases,
three samples were tested from which the mean and standard deviation
were calculated. TGA was carried out on TA Instruments (SDT 2960). The
heating rate was 10 8C min�1. Approximately 5mg of each sample was
measured in a ceramics crucible in air.

Ultrafast Photonics: A stable and standard soliton mode-locked fiber
laser with output pulse width of 1 ps and repetition rate of 100MHz was
used as the input seed pulse for nonlinear absorption measurements,
similar to our previous work [23]. For the application of graphene-based
polymer nanocomposite in ultrafast photonics, we used the standard fiber-
optic components, such as wavelength division multiplexer (WDM),
polarization controller, coupler, optical isolator, erbium-doped fiber (EDF),
and single-mode fiber (SMF); Fig. S5 in Supporting Information shows the
laser cavity configuration. In order to utilize both the highly efficient
amplification and wave-breaking-free effect, a piece of EDF (5.0m,
2880 ppm) with GVD of �32 ps nm�1 km�1 was adopted as the gain fiber.
SMF (23.8m) with GVD 18 ps nm�1 km�1 was employed in the cavity to
compensate the normal dispersion from EDF and ensure the operation of
the cavity in the conventional nonlinear Schrödinger equation soliton
regime. Accordingly, the net cavity dispersion is still anomalous at about
�0.3419 ps2. A 30% fiber coupler was used to output the signal, and the
laser was pumped by a high-power fiber Raman laser source (KPS-BT2-RFL-
1480-60-FA) of wavelength 1480 nm. Themaximumpump power can reach
as high as 5W. A polarization independent isolator was spliced in the cavity
to force the unidirectional operation of the ring cavity. Intracavity
polarization controllers were used to alter the cavity linear birefringence.
An optical spectrum analyzer (Ando AQ-6315B) and a 350MHz
oscilloscope (Agilent 54641A) combined with a 2GHz photodetector
were used to simultaneously monitor the spectra and pulse train,
respectively.
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